Specific interaction between mouse liver non-histone chromosomal proteins and mouse DNA demonstrated by a sequential DNA-protein binding procedure.
The binding of mouse liver chromosomal proteins to DNA has been investigated using the nitrocellulose filter binding technique. Careful purification of the DNA involving nuclease S1 digestion and prefiltration through a nitrocellulose filter is used to reduce background binding in the absence of protein to less than 1%. Procedures involving direct binding of protein to labeled DNA, competition of binding of labeled DNA by unlabeled DNA, and dissociation of DNA . protein complexes with time do not indicate significant preference for binding to mouse DNA relative to Escherichia coli DNA. This specificity is demonstrated much more clearly by a novel type of procedure, which we call a sequential binding procedure. In this procedure non-specific binding proteins are sequestered by incubation with an excess of unlabeled E. coli DNA prior to addition of labeled DNA. Under these conditions, labeled mouse DNA is bound to filters to a 3- to 4-fold greater extent than labeled E. coli DNA.